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ABSTRACT 
If f is a positive function on (0, co) which is monotone of order n for every n in 
the sense of Lijwner and if @i and a2 are concave maps among positive definite 
matrices, then the following map involving tensor products: 
(A,B)H~[~I(A)-‘~~~(B)].(~~(A)~‘I) 
is proved to be concave. If @r is affine, it is proved without use of positivity that the 
map 
(A,B)~flI~1(A)~~~(~)-l].(~1(A)~Z) 
is convex. These yield the concavity of the map 
(A,B)HA~-P@IIP (O<p < 1) 
(Lieb’s theorem) and the convexity of the map 
(A,B)ti~l+p@B-p 
as well as the convexity of the map 
(0 <p < l), 
(A,B)H(A*log[A])@Z-A@log[B]. 
These concavity and convexity theorems are then applied to obtain unusual 
estimates, from above and below, for Hadamard products of positive definite 
matrices. 
*Research supported in part by Kakenhi 234004. 
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INTRODUCTION 
It has long been known that in the case 0 < p < 1 the map AHAP is 
concave on the space of positive definite matrices. Here concavity and 
convexity are understood in terms of the natural order structure associated 
with the notion of positive semidefiniteness. But only recently has Lieb [ll] 
succeeded in proving the concavity of the map (A,B)HA’-P@ BP, the 
tensor product, in the case 0 <p < 1. The purpose of this paper is to establish 
concavity and convexity theorems of this type in full generality, and to apply 
them to obtain unusual estimates for Hadamard products of positive definite 
matrices. 
Our main theorems, proved in Sec. 4, will show that if f(A) is a real 
valued continuous function on (0, co), which is monotone of order n for every 
n in the sense of Ewner (operator-monotone in our terminology), and if @i 
and @s are concave maps, then the map 
is concave, A and B being positive definite. If @i is affine in the above, then 
the map 
is convex. These theorems yield as corollaries, besides Lieb’s theorem, 
convexity of the following maps: 
and 
(A,B)t+(Alog[A])@Z-AAlog[ B]. 
In the proof of the main theorems binary operations for a pair of positive 
definite matrices, called harmonic mean and geometric mean, play an 
important role. In Sec. 1 we present basic concavity theorems for these 
operations. In Sec. 2 filtration of these operations through a positive linear 
map is discussed. Incidentally for a positive linear map @ the concavity of 
the map At+@(A-‘)-’ is proved, A being positive definite. Section 3 is a 
survey of Lkvner and Davis’s theory on operator-monotone functions, 
arranged to our purpose. 
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Applicability of the main results comes from the fact that the Hadamard 
product A * B, the entrywise product of A and B, is obtained by filtering the 
tensor product A @B through a positive linear map. Among various inequali- 
ties obtained for Hadamard products are the following. (Here the A’s and 
B’s are positive definite matrices.) Hiilder’s inequalities are 
iil CAi * Bi) ( (irAP)“‘*{ $rB?}“’ if p,q>l and $++=I 
and 
if p>l>q>O and $-+=I. 
These yield as corollaries 
~(A2+B2)1’2*(A2+B2)1/2>/A*B > ~(A-‘+B-‘)-‘*(A1/2+~1/2)2. 
The right hand inequality is improved further: 
The diagonal matrix formed from A is obtained as the Hadamard product of 
A and the identity matrix I. Then Holder’s inequalities give estimates by 
diagonal matrices: 
A*B<(A’*Z)“P(BhZ)“9 if p,q>l and ++:=I 
and 
A*B > (A-P*Z)-1’p(B9*Z)1/q if p>l>q>O and i-i=l. 
Another remarkable inequality is 
log[A*B] > {log[A] +log[B]} *I, 
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which implies Fiedler’s theorem [lo]: A *A - ’ > 1. Further, Styan’s inequality 
[15, p. 2361 is derived in a very simple way. 
We shall use a halmos n to denote “end of proof.” 
CONCAVITY THEOREMS 
1. Basic operations 
The space H, of n-square Hermitian matrices is provided with the 
natural order structure; the relation A >B means that A-B is positive 
semidefinite. The open cone of positive definite matrices will be denoted by 
HT. We use, without further reference, the known fact (see [6, p. 1981) that 
for positive definite A, B the relation A > B implies A - ’ Q B -l. Given a 
positive definite A, its positive definite square root is denoted by Al/‘. The 
following fact is known as the L&vner-Heinz theorem (see e.g. [6, p. 1991); 
for positive definite A, B the relation A > B implies A’/2 > B ‘12. 
A map Cp from the product HG X - . * X Hc to H,,, is said to be convex if 
@(AA,+(l-A)B,,..., LAk+(l-h)Bk)<hQ(A1,...,Ak)+(l-A)Q(Bi,...,BJ 
for any Ai, Bi in H: (i = 1,. . . , k) and 0 < X < 1. @ is concave by definition if 
the map (A,, . . . ,A@ - @(A,, . . . ,AJ is convex. 
In this section we introduce two binary operations, called harmonic mean 
and geometric mean, for each pair of positive definite matrices, which play a 
fundamental role in the subsequent sections. Basic properties of the 
harmonic mean and geometric mean have been established by Anderson and 
Duffin [2] and Pusz and Woronowicz [14]. But our approach is somewhat 
different. 
We start with a folklore lemma (see e.g. [l]). 
LEMMA 1. 
[ ;3* Bc]> 
For positive definite A, B and any matrix C, the block matrix 
C* being the Hermitian transpose of C, is positive semi&finite 
if and only if B > C*A - ‘C. 
The following theorem is a variant of a result of Anderson [l, p. 5211. 
THEOREM 1. Given positive definite A, B, the matrix BA - ‘B is the 
minimum of all Hermitian C for which A B 
[ I B C 
is positive semidefinite. 
fie map (A, B )I+ BA - ‘B is convex on Hz X Hz. In particular, the maps 
A-A-’ and A-A2 are convex on Hz. 
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Proof. The first part is merely a restatement of Lemma 1. Let A,,B, be 
positive definite (i = 1,2) and 0 < X < 1. Since by the first part 
O<A 
Al 
Bl 1 
XB,+(l-h)B, 
I 
h91A;1B,+(1-A)B2A,1B2 ’ 
the minimum property implies convexity: 
> {hB,+(l-X)B,}{AA,+(l-h)A,}-‘{~,+(l+Bz}. 
Let us define the humumic mean A ! B of positive definite A and B by 
Remark that $(A ! B) is just the parallel sum of A and B introduced by 
Anderson and Duffin [2]. 
COROLLARY 1.1 (Anderson and Duffin). The map (A, B)t+A! B i.s con- 
cave. 
Proof. The assertion follows from Theorem 1 through the identity 
A!B=2{B-B(A+B)-lB}. n 
COROLLARY 1.2. Let CD and \k be maps from H,’ to H,‘. If @ is concave 
and if \k is affine, then the map At-+!J?(A)@(A)-‘9(A) is convex. 
Proof. By Theorem 1, for 0 < X < 1, 
{N(A) + (1 -A)+(B)} {h@(A) + (1 -X)@(B)} -‘{h’P(A) + (1 -A)*(B)} 
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But the affine property of P implies 
A\k(A)+(l-h)*(B)=q(XA+(l-X)B), 
while concavity of @ implies 
{AiP(A)+(l-A)@(B)}-‘M+A+(l-h)B)-’. n 
REMARK. (1) The map (A, B)HA - 1/2B 2A - I/’ is not always convex. 
(2) The harmonic mean A ! B can be characterized as the maximum of all 
Hermitian C for which 
(3) If Q is convex, the map AH@(A)-’ is not always concave. 
When restricted to the case of matrices, Pusz and Woronowicz [14] 
proved that for each pair of positive definite A, B there exists the maximum, 
called the geometric meun of A and B, of all Hermitian C for which 
A C 
I 1 C B is positive semidefinite. The following theorem gives an explicit 
form. 
THEOREM 2 (Pusz and Woronowicz). For positive definite A,B, the 
geometric mean is given by 
A # B _=A l/2@ - ‘/2BA -1/2)1/2A1/2e 
The map (A,B)t+A #B i.s concave. 
Proof. Since 
(A#B)A-‘(A#B)=A1/2(A--/2BA-1/2)A1/2=B, 
the matrix AA#B AEB 
[ 1 is positive semidefinite by Lemma 1. If 
conversely A C 
[ I C B 
is positive semidefinite, then again by Lemma 1 we 
have B > CA - 'C; hence 
(A - l/VA - 1/2)2 <A - ‘/2BA - l/2. 
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Then the Lkner-Heinz theorem implies A - ‘&A - ‘I2 < (A - ‘j2BA - ‘/‘)l/‘, 
which leads to C <A # B. Thus the maximum property of A # B is estab- 
lished. The concavity of tbe map (A, B)eA # B follows from this maximum 
property as the convexity of the map (A,B)t-+BA-‘B does from the mini- 
mum property of BA - ‘B. n 
REMMX. If A commutes with B, then A # B= (AB)“‘. In particular, 
AP#A9=A(p+q)/2 for all -mOp,q<m. 
COROLLARY 2.1. The hmmonic mean and geometlic mean entoy the 
following properties: 
(i) A!B=B!A andA#B=B#A. 
(ii) C*(A!B)C=(C*AC)!(C*BC) and C*(A #B)C=(C*AC) # (C*BC) 
for invertible (non-Hermitian) C. 
(iii) (A!B)-‘=~(A-‘+B-l) and (A#B)-‘=A-‘#B-l. 
(iv) +(A+z+A #B >A!B. 
(v) {;(A+B)) #(A!B)=A #B. 
Proof. (i): A ! B = B !A follows from definition of the harmonic mean, 
while A # B = B #A follows from the maximum property. (ii) is proved 
analogously. (iii) is obvious. By using (ii), the proof of (iv) is reduced to that 
of the inequalities 
These inequalities follow from arithmetic-geometric-harmonic inequalities 
via functional calculus for the positive definite matrix D. Finally, by (ii) 
{t(A+B)} #(A!B)=A’/2{{+(~+~)} #(z!D)}A’/~ 
=A’/‘( {;(z+L))J1’2{3~+D-1)}-1’2)A1/2 
=A1/2D1/2A1/2=A #B 
9 
which proves (v). n 
COROLLARY 2.2. Zf Qi is a concave map from H,’ to H,’ (i = 1,2), then 
the maps (A,,A2)~Q’1(A,)! Q2(A2) and (A,,A2)++Ql(A,) # @,(A,) are con- 
cave. 
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Proof. Since the map (X, Y)HX! Y is concave by Theorem 1 and 
positively homogeneous by Corollary 2.1(4, it is monotone in the sense that 
X, ! Y, > X, ! Ys whenever X, > X, and Y, > Y,. Now to prove the concavity of 
a’1 ! Q2, take A,,B, in H,‘, and A,, B, in H,‘, and 0 <X < 1. Concavity in 
assumption implies 
G#Ai+(1-A)Bi)~A@,(L4J+(1-A)@,(Bi) (i = 1,2). 
Then the monotonicity just pointed out, with the concavity of the operation 
!, yields 
The assertion about Qr # Qp, is proved analogously. W 
2. Positive linear maps 
A linear map from H, to H, is said to be positive if it transforms HT 
into x. The restriction of a positive linear map to Hz is affine. A positive 
linear map is said to be wrmulized if it maps I,,, the identity matrix, to I,,,. 
Remark that a positive linear map @ is monotone in the sense that A <B 
implies @(A) < Q(B). 
In this section we study how geometric and harmonic means are mod- 
ified when filtered through a positive linear map. 
The following is a basic property of a positive linear map in connection 
with algebraic operations. 
LEMMA 2 (Kadison (see e.g. [S])). Zf @ is a norm&red positive linear 
map, then jbr any positive definite A 
@(A)2 =G @(A’) and @(A)-’ <@(A-‘). 
THEOREM 3. Zf Q is a positive linear map, then for any positive definite 
A,B 
(i) @(A #B) G @(A) # Q(B), and 
(ii) (P(A!B)<@(A)!Q(B). 
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Proof. Let A and B be positive definite. Consider the map \k defined by 
Since \k is a positive linear map as @ and is normalized, by Lemma 2 and the 
Liiwner-Heinz theorem \k(X ‘12) < ?II(X)‘12 for all positive definite X. There- 
fore 
= { @(B)-1’2@(A)@(B)-1/2)‘/2, 
which implies (i): 
@(B #A)=@@)““*(@ -"2AB -1/2)1’2)@(B)1’2 
< @(B)“2{@(B)-1’2@(A)@(B)-1’2}1’2@(B)1’2 
=6’(B) # Q(A). 
(ii) follows analogously from another inequality in Lemma 2. n 
The assertion (ii) was proved, under more restrictive conditions on a’, by 
Anderson and Trapp [3]. 
The following result unifies inequalities in Lemma 2 into a single form 
without the presence of normality. 
COROLLARY 3.1. If (3 is a positive linear map, then fm any positive 
&finite A, B 
@(B)@(A)-‘@(B) <@(BA-‘B). 
Proof. Let 9 be the normalized positive linear map in the proof of 
Theorem 3. Then by Lemma 2 
Q(B)“2@(A)-‘fD(B) 1/2 = ‘k( B - 1/2AB - 1/2) - 1 
<~((B-1/2AB-1/2)-1)=(P(13)-1’2@(l?A--B)@(B)-1’2, n 
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COROLLARY 3.2. If Cp is a positive linear map from H, to H,, then the 
map AwD(A-‘)-’ is concave un Hz. 
Proof. Since this new map is continuous, it suffices to prove ‘midpoint” 
concavity. But Theorem 3 implies that for positive definite A,B 
a {~(A-l)!~(B-l)}-l=~{~(~-l)-l+~(~-l)-l}. n 
I+-. When combined with Lemma 1, Corollary 3.1 shows that if 
is positive semidefinite with positive definite B, then 
@(A) @(I?) - @W @W 1 is positive semidefinite for any positive linear map a. This 
assertion is not valid without positive semidefiniteness of B (see [4]). 
3. Operator-monotone functions 
In this section we study the concavity property of certain maps induced 
by functional calculus for Hermitian matrices and filtration of those maps 
through positive linear maps. 
The spectral theorem (see e.g. [13, p. 671) assures that for an n-square 
Hermitian matrix A there are a unitary matrix U and real numbers (eigenvaL 
ues of A) A, < * + . f A,, such that 
A = U* diag(X,) U, 
where diag(h,) denotes the diagonal matrix with diagonal entries (Q. If f is a 
real valued continuous function defined on an interval containing all &, the 
Hermitian matrix f [A] is defined by 
f[A] = ~*%dfN) u* 
For any such functions f,g, the matrices f[A] and g[A] commute and 
(f+dpq =f[Al +d4 and (fd[ A] =f[q&q 
Further, if f(X) < g(A) for all A, then 
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A real valued continuous function f on (0, co) is said to be operator-mono- 
tone if for every n and all n-square positive definite matrices A, B the 
relation A <B implies f [A] < f [B]. Thus that f is operator-monotone means 
that it is a monotone-matrix function of order n for every n in the sense of 
LGwner (see [6], [S]). 
An operator-monotone function is nondecreasing in the usual sense, but 
the converse is not true. A part of the deep theory of Lijwner is summarized 
in the following lemma. A complete account of Ltjwner’s theory can be 
found in the book [8] as well as [6]. 
LEMMA 3 (Ewner). The following statements fm a real valued continu- 
ous function f on (0, m) are equivalent: 
(i) f is operator-monotone. 
(ii) f admits an analytic continuution to the whole domain Imz#O in 
such a way that Imf(z)+Imz> 0. 
(iii) f admits an integral representation 
f(x)=a+px+ 
J 
’ (l+At)(t-A)-‘dp(t) fm A>O, 
--co 
where a is real, p is non-negative and p is a finite positive meusure on 
(- m,Ol. 
If f is operator-monotone, the integral representation in Lemma 3 is valid 
even for complex X with Imh#O. If, in addition, f is positive and noncon- 
stant, its analytic continuation maps the open upper (or the lower) half plane 
into itself by Lemma 3, so that the function g(x)zf(z-‘)-I has the same 
p;m-omy3 and induces an operator-monotone function on (0, co) again by 
The most important examples of operator-monotone functions are 1ogX 
and hP (0 <p < 1): 
logh=J’ (1+ht)(t-X)-‘(l+t2)-1dt, 
-CO 
andforO<p<l 
?P=cos(2-Ipn)+m-’ sin(p)/0 (1+Xt)(t-A)-‘lt(p(l+t2)-1dt 
--a, 
=77 -‘sin( r)Jwh(h+ t)-‘tP-‘dt. 
0 
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THEOREM 4. Zf a function f is operator-monotone on (0, oo), then the 
map Ai+f[A] is concave on q, while the map Ak+A.f[A] is convex. Zf @ 
is a normalized positive linear map on II,,, then fm any positive definite A 
fC@(A)] > @(fTIA]) 
and 
Proof. Let f admit an integral representation in Lemma 3: 
f(A) = a + PA+ 
s 
’ (l+At)(t-A)-‘dp(t). 
--m 
Then for any positive definite A 
f[A]=aZ,+PA+ 
J 
’ (Z,+tA)(tZ”-A)-‘dp(t). 
-m 
Obviously the map A-al,, + PA is concave. Since further for t < 0 the map 
At+(Z,+tA)(tZ,-A)-‘=-tZ,,-(l+t’)(A-tl,)-’ 
is concave by Theorem 1, the map A++f [A] is concave too. Analogously 
A.f[A] =cxA+/?A2+Jo A(Z,+tA)(tZ”-A)-‘dp(t). 
-m 
Since ,B > 0 by Lemma 3, the map AbaA + PA2 is convex by Theorem 1, 
while for t < 0 the map 
AwA(Z,+tA)(tI,-A)-’ 
= -tA-;Itl-1(1+t2){A!(lt(Zn)} 
is convex by Corollary 1.1. Therefore the map AHA*f [A] is convex. 
The assertions on filtration by a normalized positive linear map were 
proved by Davis [5, 61. Indeed, these follow immediately from Lemma 2 and 
the above integral representation. n 
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COROLLARY 4.1. (i) The map AhAP on H,’ is concave if 0 <p < 1, and 
isconvexif l<p<2or -l<p<O. 
(ii) The map AHlog[A] is concave, while the map Ai+A.log[A] is 
convex. 
Proof. Since AP (0 <p < 1) and logh are operator-monotone, all the 
assertions follow from Theorem 4, except the convexity of At+AP for 
- 1 < p < 0, which is proved by additional use of Corokuy 1.2. n 
COROLLARY 4.2. Let @ be a rwmalized positive linear map from H,, to 
H, and A positive definite. Then: 
(i) @(A) < @(AP)‘/p if l< p < 00. 
(ii) @(A) > Cp(Ap)‘/p g k G p < 1. 
(iii) @(A) Z @(A-P)-‘/p if 1 < p < w. 
(iv) @OogtAl) < logP(A 
(v) @(A.log[A]) > @(A).log[@(A)]. 
Proof. Since X ilp is operator-monotone for 1 < p < co, (i) follows from 
Theorem 4. Analogously (ii) results from the operator-monotonicity of hl/p-l 
for i < p < 1. Since @(A-‘) < @(A-p)‘/p for l< p < co by (i), (iii) follows 
from Lemma 2. Finally ( iv and (v) follow from Theorem 4 because of the ) 
operator-monotonicity of IogX. n 
COROLLARY 4.3. Let f be a positive operator-monotone function on 
(0, oo), and 0 <p Q 1. 
(i) Both the maps AHf[Ap]‘/p and A++f[A-PI-‘/p are concave ~1 Hc. 
(ii) Both the maps Ak+f[AP]-l/p and Ak+f[A-PI’/?’ are convex. 
Proof. (ii) will follow from (i) by Corokuy 1.2. In view of Theorem 4, to 
see (i), it suffices to show that both the functions h(X)=f(Xp)‘/p and 
g(X) =h(A - ‘)- ’ are operator-monotone on (0, cc). The operator-monotonicity 
of g follows from that of h, as pointed out after Lemma 3. Let f admit an 
integral representation as in Lemma 3: 
f(h)=a+flh+/’ (l+ht)(t-X)-‘dp(t). 
-m 
Since f is positive and nondecreasing, 
oqQn+ f(x)=a+J:_t-ldp(t); 
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f(h)=y+pX+/” {(1+At)(t-A)-'+'}&(t) 
-CO 
where y > 0, p > 0 and Y is a u-finite positive measure on (0,oo). This integral 
representation is valid for the analytic continuation off, 
f(z)=y+j3z+(Umz(z+t)P1dv(t) for Imz#O. 
Consider the open sector II with vertex 0 and the positive real axis and the 
half line argz = prr as it boundaries. If Imz > 0, then y + j3zP and zP(zP + t) - ’ 
for t > 0 belong to Il, and hence so does f(zP) by the integral representation. 
Now the function w~w’/P is well defined and analytic on II and maps it 
into the open upper half plane. Therefore the function f(zP)l/P is analytic on 
the open upper half plane and maps it into itself. Since the same is true on 
the open lower half plane, f(XP)‘/P is operator-monotone on (0,~) by 
Lemma 3. n 
REMAN. In contrast to Corollary 4.3 as well as Corollary 3.2, if @ is a 
normalized positive linear map, the map AI+Q(A~/‘)~ is not necessarily 
concave. 
4. Tensor product maps 
Au important way of putting matrices together is to construct their tenSOr 
product (sometimes called the Kronecker product). If A = (G+) and B = (bii) 
are square matrices of order n and m, respectively, then their tensor product 
is 
The matrix A 69 B is an nm-square matrix. 
The following formulas for tensor products are well known (see [13, p. 
9 
and 
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Since 1, Q3 Z, = I_, 
whenever both A and B are invertible. These imply that if both A and B are 
positive definite, so is their tensor product. More generally A, >As > 0 and 
B1)B,>OimplyA,~B,>A,~B2. 
Recalling the definition of geometric mean in Sec. 1, we obtain that if 4 
and Bi are positive definite (i = 1,2), then 
(A,@BB,)#(A,@B,)=(A,#A,)@(B,#Bs). 
These simple facts will be used without any reference. 
We shall use, for convenience, the notation II:=,@Ai for A,@ * * * @A,. 
In this section we present concavity and convexity theorems for certain 
tensor product maps. Let us start with a generalization of Corollary 1.2. 
THEOREM 5. Zf ap, is a concave map from Ht to H& (i = 1,. . . , k), then 
the map 
is cmvex. 
(A l,...,Ak)~ fi @?i(Ai)-l 
i=l 
Proof. Since the map under consideration is continuous, it suffices to 
show its midpoint convexity. Take Ai and Bi in Hc (i = 1,. , . , k). Then 
jii @@i(i(Ai+Bi))-r 
< iflr @{ i(Qi(Ai)+ip,(Bi))}-’ (byconcavityof@i) 
(by Corollary 2.1) 
= itl @{@i(A)-‘#@i(4)-‘} 
( k iY&l @‘i(4)-‘+ iil @‘i(B,)-‘) (by Corollary 2.1). 
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COROLLARY 5.1 (Lieb [ll]). ZfO<p, < 1 (i=1,2,...,k), then the map 
(A 1 ,..., A+ h @AI_~ 
i=l 
is convex on IIt= ,H:. 
This follows immediately from Theorem 5 and Corollary 4.1. 
Before stating one of our main results, we remark that for invertible 
Hermitian A and Hermitian B, the matrix A 69 Z (I being the identity matrix) 
commutes with A -‘@B, and hence with f[A - ’ (8 B] if the latter is defined. 
Therefore f[A -r 69 B] . (A @ I) becomes a Hermitian matrix. 
THEOREM 6. Let f be a positive operator-mm&me function on (0, 00). 
Zf Qi is a concave map from H: to HG (i = 1,2), then the map 
is concave. 
Proof. As in the proof of Corollary 4.3, f admits an integral representa- 
tion: 
f(A)=y+ph+i=$+t)-‘dv(t), 
where y, p z 0 and B is a positive measure on (0, cc). Then 
Since concavity of Qi (i = 1,2) together with y, p > 0 implies the concavity of 
the map 
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to prove the assertion of the theorem it remains only to show, for each t > 0, 
the concavity of the map 
But the right hand side is equal to 
Now since both the maps A,t+iP,(A,)@Z,,+ and AZ~t-lZ_@cP,(A,) are 
concave as @‘i (i = 1,2), the expected concavity follows from Corollary 2.2. W 
COROLLARY 6.1. Let f be a positive operator-monotone function on 
(0,~). Zf @‘i is a concave map from Hz to Hf;t (i=l,2), then the map 
is convex. 
Proof. The function g(X)sf(h-‘)- ’ is operator-monotone, as pointed 
out after Lemma 3. Then since 
and the map 
is concave by Theorem 6, the assertion follows from Corollary 1.2. n 
COROLLARY 6.2 (Lieb [ 111). Zf 0 < pi < 1 (i = 1,. . . , k) and IX!= 1 pi < 1, 
then the map 
(A l,...,A,)~ ri @Alp 
i=l 
is concave cm II:= lHX. 
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Proof, The assertion is just Corollary 4.1 if k = 1. Suppose that the 
assertion is generally true for the case k-l. If pk=lr then p,=O (i=l,..., 
k - 1) and the map becomes 
which is trivially concave. If pk = 0, the map becomes 
which is concave by the induction assumption. Now suppose 0 <pk < 1. Then 
the map @ 
k-l 
(A l,...,Ak_l)~ n @A?‘(-k) 
i=l 
is concave by the induction assumption. Now just as in the proof of Theorem 
6 with f(A) = XK, the map 
is concave. W 
COROLLARY 6.3. Zf l<q<2, O<P,<l @=1,2 ,..., k) and Xt=1pi< 
q - 1, then the map 
(&A,, . . ., A,)++&,‘@( fii @ALP’) 
is convex on II:=oHc. 
Proof. By Corollary 6.2, the map 
@@,,A,, . . . , A,)=A;-Q@ 
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is concave, while the map 
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‘I+$+,, . . . , A,)=A,@ 
is affine. Then the assertion follows just as for Corollary 1.2. n 
REki~nxs. (1) Our app roach in the proof of Theorem 6 is akin to that of 
Epstein [9]. 
(2) Corollary 6.2 can be proved directly by using geometric means as in 
Uhlman [17J In fact, with k=2, the set A of (p,,ps) for which the map 
@i,As)fiAP~@& * is concave is convex by Corokuy 2.2. It contains (LO) 
and(O,l),andhenceall(p,l-p)forO<p\<l. 
(3) Corollary 6.3 seems not to have been noticed before. 
(4) Let - 60 <s,t< cc. The map AwA"C3At is concave if and only if 
O<s,t and s+t<l. It is convex if and only if (a) -l<s,t<O, or (b) 
-l<s<Oand l-s<t<2, or (c) -l<t<Oand 1-tGIsG2. 
The following theorem gives a generalization of Corollary 6.3 and pre- 
sents a convexity theorem of new type. 
THEOREM 7. Let f be an operator-monotone function on (0, cm). Zf Cp, is 
an affine map from Hn’, to Hz, and if a2 is a concave map from H,‘, to H&, 
then the map 
(A,,A,)Hfl~,(A,)~iP,(A,)-‘].(~,(A,)~I,z) 
is convex. 
Proof. By Lemma 3, f admits an integral representation 
f(A)=a+/?h-yA-l+jO-(l+ht)(t-X)-ld~(t), 
--M 
where LY is real, fi and y are non-negative and p is a positive measure on 
(-oo,O). Then 
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Since a, is affine and Qp, is concave by assumption, the map 
is convex. Since for each t < 0 
{~,(A,)~Z,p+t~,(A,)2~~~(A,)-‘)(tIml~Z~P-(Pl(A1)~~2(A2)-1)-1 
= - tQI(A,) 8 I,_ -(1+t2){Z~1~~2(A2)-1+Jtl~,(A,)-‘~Z~*}-1 
= -t~,(A,)~Z,2-2-1(1+t2){(Zm,~~z(A,))!(ltl-’~,(A,)~Z~~)}, 
Corollary 2.2 implies the convexity of the map 
(A,,A,)+-; (%%)@Lp+ t%%)2’-=‘,(A,)-1} 
x{~Z,,~~,-~,(A,)~~~(A~)-~}-~~~(~). 
Finally the map 
(A,,A,)H~~(A,)~~~,(A,) -’ 
is convex by Corollary 1.2, because 
~~(A,)‘~~~(A,)-‘=(cp,(Al)~hp)(h,~~2(A,))-’(~~(A~)~Z~*). n 
COROLLARY 7.1. The map 
(A,,A2)H(A,log[A,])~Z~~-A~~log[A,] 
is conoex on Hn’, x Hz%. 
Proof. Since logh is operator-monotone, Theorem 7 yields the convexity 
of the map 
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Now the assertion follows from the identity 
log[A,@A,‘] =log[ (A,@‘Z,z)(Zn,@Aa)-l] 
=log[A,]@Z,,z-Z,,,@log[Aa]. n 
Rmmuc. (1) When f(A)=XP with O<p < 1, Theorem 7 reduces to 
Corollary 6.3 with k = 2 and 4 = 1 + p. 
(2) Corollary 7.1 can be obtained from Corollary 6.2 by differentiating 
Ai-p@A& at p=O. 
APPLICATION 
5. Hadumard products 
In this and subsequent sections all matrices are n-square with fixed n, 
and Z stands for the identity matrix, For A = (adi) and B = (&), their Hada- 
murd product is the n-square matrix of entrywise products 
The Hadamard product differs from the usual product in many ways. The 
most important is commutativity of Hadamard multiplication: 
A*B=B*A. 
The diagonal matrix formed from a matrix A can be obtained by Hadamard 
multiplication with the identity matrix A * 1. The following convenient rule 
will be used repeatedly in subsequent sections: 
A nice survey on Hadamard products can be found in Styan [WI. 
We shah use, for convenience, the notation 
is *Ai=A1*..- *A, 
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and 
k 
~I*A=A*... *A (k times). 
1 
It has been known for some time that the Hadamard product is a 
principal n-square submatrix of the tensor product A C3 B. This can be found 
in Marcus and Khan [12], and even in T6yama’s book [16, p. 1991, published 
in 1952. We formulate this fact as follows: 
LEMMA 4. For each positive integer k there is a normalized positive 
hTU?Ur map @k _frOm H,I- to I& such that 
for all Ai. 
We shall present simple consequences of this lemma. Some of them have 
been known but not presented in these forms. 
THEOREM 8. Zf -Bi<A,<Bi (i=l,...,k), then 
-,cl *Bi< ii *Ai< fi *Bi. 
i-l i==l 
Proof. This follows from Lemma 4, because the inequalities 
- 6 CSB,< fi @Ai< 6 @Bi 
i=l i=l i=l 
can be proved by induction on k. 
COROLLARY 8.1 (Schur). Zf 0 < Ai =G Bi (i = 1, . . . , k), then 
o< fi *A,< fi *Bi. 
i=l i=l 
Zf A, is positive definite (i=l,...,k), SO is II:-l*Ai* 
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Recall that for Hermitian A the positive semidefinite square root of A2 is 
denoted by (A]. Then - ]A] <A =G JAI. 
COROLLARY 8.2. If 4 are Hermitian (i= l,..., k), then 
REMARK. (1) Corollaries 8.1 and 8.2 are implicit in [15]. 
(2) Corollary 8.2 cannot be improved to the form (see [15], p. 232) 
I I i$.l *Ai s i$l *IAil* 
THEOREM 9. If Ai is positive semidefinite (i = 1,. . . , k), then 
Here the constant kk/k! is sharp if n is large. 
Proof. Since II:, r *AO, is invariant for any permutation u of the indices 
{L2,..., k}, by Corollary 8.1 the inequality in the theorem follows from the 
inequality 
where (I runs over the set of all permutations. 
Let m = 2k, and label elements of the set { 1,2,. . . , m} by points of the set 
fI~{--l,l}~. For each i=l,,.., k consider an m-square matrix A, whose 
(w,w’)-entry, with w,o’ in Q, is given by witi;, where q is the ith coordinate 
of w. Obviously 4 is positive semidefinite. Then for each w,w’ in !J the 
(W,w’)-entry of IIf* (Cf,,A,) is equal to 
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where 7 runs over the set of all maps from { 1,2,. , . , k} into itself. For any 
such r thereisj<kandaninjectivemapafrom {1,2 ,..., i}into {1,2 ,..., k} 
such that 
I? UT, = 6 %* for all win SL 
i-1 i=l 
This consideration shows that 
where LU, > 0 and u runs over the set of d injective maps from { 1,2,. . . , f} 
into {1,2,..., k}. For each such u the (w, w’)-entry of 
is equal to 
Since i <k and u is injective, there is 0 <j’ <k and an injective map u’ from 
Cl,..., i’} into {1,2 ,..., k} such that 
Then it is readily shown that 
and consequently 
( Ii1 .A,)( g *A,)=,. 
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Finally, to see the sharpness of the constant kk/k!, suppose that, for the 
above-constructed A+ 
Then it follows that 
k-kk! 6 *Ai+ k-kk$ x a0 fi *Aoi >y fi *Ai. 
i=l i=l I7 i=l i=l 
Multiply by II:, 1 * 4 on the left and right to get 
k-kkl( ,$ *4)k( jl *Aj3. 
Now k- kk! > y follows from the nonvanishing of (II:, 1 *Ai) > 0. n 
6. Inequalities of the IE2d.m type 
We shall apply concavity and convexity theorems developed in the first 
part of this paper to Hadamard products of positive definite matrices and 
obtain inequalities of the Htilder type. 
THEOREM 10. If 4 is positive definite (i = 1,2,. . . , k), then the foL!uwing 
estimates jixm above hold for the Hadamard product IIt, 1 *Ai: 
In pm-tic&r, 
I? *Ai< $ *(k-l~lA/)l’k. 
i=l 
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Proof. (i) follows immediately from Lemma 4 and Corollary 4.2. (ii) 
results similarly from Lemma 4 and Corollary 6.2. In fact, the map 
(X l,...,Xk)H fi *xp 
i=l 
becomes concave. Define ,& for all i > k by the relation 4 = 4 whenever 
i~j (mod k). Then th e concavity combined with commutativity of Hada- 
mard multiplication yields 
k-l k 
=k-l x n *(A,“,i)l’p’ 
j-0 i=l 
= i& * ( k-liilq)“p’. 
THEOREM 11. If A, is positive definite (i = 1,2,. . , , k), then the following 
estimates from below hold for the Hadamurd product II!=, *A.: 
i=l 
k 
<p-COO. 
I k \-l/n 
.<p<oO. (iii) iGl*Ai>n* 
(iv) ilfl *A, 2 k- (l 
_Ir if1 
y$ *(k-l$lA~P’)-‘/^) if 9,pi> 
ound +=k~l;<l. 
i=l 
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In particular, 
Proof. (i) and (“) f II n o ow immediately from Lemma 4 and Corollary 4.2. 
As in the proof of Theorem 9, (iii) and (iv) result from the convexity of the 
maps 
(Xl, * * *, if l<p<cc 
i=l 
and 
assured by Corollary 5.1 and Corollary 6.3, respectively. n 
THEOREM 12. If positive definite Ai (i = 1,2,. . . , k) commute, then 
Proof. Let pi = i/(i + 1) (i = 1,2,. . . , k), and Y = IIt, 1 @Ai+ 1. Consider 
the normalized positive linear map \k from H,x to H,. 
Then by Theorem 4, \II(XP’) < \k(X)Pl for all X > 0. Since the Ai commute, 
with X E@_~@(A~A~;‘,) (Ak+l =A,) the above inequality yields 
< { ( gl *Ai)P1’2( $I1 *Ai)( iI *Ai)-1’2] p’Sz’ 
230 
hence 
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Analogous arguments will show, with Ak+2 = A,, 
k-l k-l 
II p.‘(l-R)i=~+lp,=l-m_l=~ (j=l,...,k-l), 
i=l i 
the above consideration will finally lead to 
For the case k = 2, use of the geometric mean gives better estimates from 
below for the Hadamard product of positive definite matrices A, B. Red 
that A # B denotes the geometric mean of A and B. 
THEOREM 13. If A and B are positive definite, then 
Proof. By commutativity of Hadamard multiplication, Lemma 4 and 
Theorem 3 yield 
A*B>(A#B)*(A#B). 
A*B=@&A@B) # ‘Dz(B@A) 
>$((A@B) #(B@A)) 
=(A#B)*(B#A)=(A#B)*(A#B). n 
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COROLLARY 13.1. Zf A and B are positive definite, then for any O<A< 
1 
A*B > {AA-~+(~-A)B-~}-‘*{(~-~)A+~B}. 
In particulur, 
A*B> {;(A-~+B-~)}+*{;(A+B)} 
Proof. Since it is easily seen from the definition of the geometric mean 
that (XY - ‘X) # Y = X for any positive definite X and Y, 
where the last inequality is assured by Theorem 13. 
Let us show that the inequality in Corollary 13.1, 
n 
A*B > {;(A-‘+B-‘)}-‘a {+(A+B)}, 
gives an improvement over the estimates from below for A *B that are 
derived from Theorem 11: 
A*B>{~(A-P+B-~)}-~‘~*{~(A--~+B-~)}-~’~ if l<p<oo 
and 
if p,g>O and i-1 -$<l. 
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In fact, consider the normalized positive linear map @ from H,,z to H, 
defined by 
where A, B and C are n-square. Then Lemma 2 and CoroIIary 4.2 yield the 
inequalities 
$(A+B)> {;(A-l+~-l)}-l> {;(A-P+B-P)}-~/~ if lGp<co 
and 
f(A+B)>{;(Aq+Bq)}l’q if &<l. 
Therefore by Corollary 8.1 
*{$4-P+B-P)}-1’p if l<p<cO 
and 
* { $(A’I+ Bq)}l” if p,q>O and ;-l=+. 
It is not without interest to formulate the consequences of convexity and 
concavity theorems in Sec. 4, which were already used in the proof of 
Theorem 10 and 11, in the form of inequalities of the Holder type. 
THEOREM 14. If Ai and Bj are positive definite (i = 1,2,. . . , k), the 
following inequalities are valid: 
(i) $ (4 *Bi) ’ 2 4 
i=l 
( i=l p)“p* { $lW}l’q Vfp,q>l ad l/p+l/q 
= 1. 
69 &Ai *BJ 2 { i=l , P}-“‘*{ iIB:]‘/’ if p>l>qZa and $ A.- 
l/q-l/p=l. 
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7. Estimates by diagonal matrices 
In this section we present various estimates from above or below for 
Hadamard products by diagonal matrices. Recall that A *I is just the 
diagonal matrix formed from A, and 
For positive definite A let us denote by pA and S, its maximum and 
minimum eigenvalues, respectively. Then since 
the following estimates, which are implicit in Davis [T1] and Styan [15], follow 
immediately from Corollary 8.1. 
THEOREM 15. If 4 is positive definite (i = 1,2,. . . , k), then 
SA, fi (Ai*Z)< ii *Ai<pA 
i=2 i=l 
Since 
lim (AP * 2)“’ < pAlI, 
P-+W 
the following theorem can be considered a generalization of a part of 
Theorem 15. 
THEOREM 16. If 4 is positive definite (i = 1,2,. . . , k, k > 2) and if 
p,q>l and l/p+l/q=l, then 
Zfl partic&r, 
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Proof. We may confine to the case k = 2; for positive definite A, B 
To prove this, let 
CE(AP*I)l’p~&ag(~) and DE(Bq*Z)l’qzdiag( pi). 
We may assume that 4 #+ and k #b for i #j. Then by Theorem 14, for any 
E>O 
C*D+eA*B<(CP+eAp)l’P*(Dq+&q)l’q, 
and hence 
A*B< ~(cP+~AP)‘/~*(D~+EB~)~I~~ . 
e-0 
It is easy to see (e.g. [6]) that 
and 
$(D q+eBq)"q =Y*Bq, &=O 
where X s (.$) and Y -(Q are defined as follows: 
&=(A,-hi)(hp-hp)-’ for i#i and &=p-‘&‘,!-P, 
and 
llij'(Pl-Pj)(Piq-Pjq~~l for i#j and 77i1=9-$~~-‘7~ 
Substitution of these expressions into the above inequality will yield 
A*B<X*AP*D+C*Y*BQ=(X*Z)(AP*Z)D+C(Y*Z)(Bq*Z) 
S p-'Cl-P(A'*Z)D+q-'CD'-Q(Bq*Z) 
=(A'*Z)"P(B'I*Z)l'q. n 
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COROLLARY 16.1. If Ai is positive definite (i = 1,2,. . . , k, k > 2) and if 
pi > 1 and EfCIl/pi < 1, then 
iil * Ai < i$l (A? * Z)r’“. 
In particular, 
Proof. Let 9=pl/( p, - 1). Then p, >9 by assumption. Corollary 4.2 
and Lemma 4 imply 
Az*l< (AF*1)4’pz and Ai*I<(Ai~*Z)“P’ (i=3,4 ,..., k). 
Since the function A’/q is operator-monotone, the first inequality implies 
(A$ * I)“q < (A&” * Z)“pz. 
Now the assertion of the theorem follows from Theorem 16 and Corollary 
8.1. H 
REW. (1) Use of differentiation in a proof of a matrix inequality of 
this kind has already been made b 
7 
Wigner and Yanase [18], who proved the 
concavity of the map (A, B)wA’ ‘@B ‘I’. 
(2) The inequality 
A*B< (A2rI)1’Z(B2~l)1’e 
can be proved by using Gersgorin’s theorem (see [13, p. 1461). Since 
hm (A;p*I)-l’P >S,,I, 
P--r00 
the following theorem can be considered a generalization of a part of 
Theorem 15. 
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THEOREM 17. Zf Ai is positive definite (i = 1,2,. . . , k, k > 2) and if 
p>l>q>$ and l/q-l/p=l, then 
Zfl particular, 
Proof. This theorem can be derived from Theorem 14 
differentiation process used for Theorem 16. 
Oppenheim (see e.g. [15, p. 2271) proved the following _ 
through the 
n 
determinant 
inequality for the Hadamard product of positive definite matrices A,: 
det 
Since for any positive definite A 
log(det(A)) =trace(log[ A]) 
=trace(log[A] *I), 
the following theorem can be considered a matricial generalization of 
Oppenheim’s inequality. 
THEOREM 18. Zf 4 is positive definite (i = 1,2, . . . , k, k > 2), then 
log[ il*4]>( ~llodAil)*z. 
Proof. By Corollary 4.2 and Lemma 4, 
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Since 
log 
[ 1 fi @Ai = i (I&. @ZE310g[Ai]@Z@**. @Z), i=l i=l 
we have 
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COROLLARY 18.1. Zf Bi i.s Hermitian (i = 1,2, . . . , k, k > 2), then 
(Xt_ ,Bi) * Z Z 0 implies IIt= 1 * exp[ Bi] > I. 
Proof. Apply Theorem 18 with Ai E exp[B,] to get 
which leads to the assertion. n 
COROLLARY 18.2 (Fiedler [lo]). Zf A is positive definite, then A *A -’ > 
1. 
Proof. Apply Corokiry 18.1 with B, = log[A] and B, = log[A -‘I. n 
REMARK. Corollary 18.2 can be derived by using Lemma 2. In fact, 
A*A-‘=@‘,(A@A-‘)>@‘,(A-‘@A)-’ 
=(A-l+A)-l=(A+A-l)-l, 
which implies (A *A - ‘)” > Z, and hence A *A - ’ > I. 
8. Estimates f&r fi *A 
In this section &e present improved estimates from above or below for 
the Hadamard product @*A=A *. . . *A (k times). 
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THEOREM 19. If A is positive definite, then 
$*dl*A” whenever pi>0 and $’ pi=k. 
i=l 
In particular, if k > 2, 
k 
n *A <Ak*Z. 
1 
Proof. This follows immediately from Theorem 12 with Ai = An, be- 
cause then the Ai’s commute and (@= lAi)l/k = A. W 
Tbe estimate derived from Theorem 16, 
fi *A < (AP*Z)"P(AQ*Z)"q(A*Z)k-2 if p,q>l, 
1 
is always better than that from Theorem 14: 
$ *A 6 p,(A *Z)k-l. 
In fact, A < (p,)‘-“P.A’/p and A < (p,)‘-“q*A1’q imply 
Analogously the estimate derived from Theorem 17 
$ *A>(A-P*Z)-1’p(AQ.Z)1’q(A,Z)k-2 
if p>l>q>i and i-k=l, 
is always better than the estimate from Theorem 14, 
fi *A >8,.(A*Z)k-1. 
1 
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THEOREM 20. Zf A is positive definite, then for k > 2 
fi *A>k(A*Z)k-l A-’ 
I 
( *( ;G; *A)+(k-l)(A.Z)‘-z]-l(A*Z)‘-l. 
In particular, 
A*A>2(A*Z)(A-1*A+Z)-1(A*Z). 
Proof. Let A+ be positive definite (i = 1,2,. , . , k), and consider the posi- 
tive definite matrices of higher order defined by 
X= ii @Ai, Y= $ (A,@*. . @Ai_1C3ZIAi+1@*. . @A,) 
i=l i=l 
and 
+2x (A,@+ 
i<f 
@Ai_1C3Z@Ai+,‘-%~ * ’ @Ai_,@ZC3Ai+,C?J* * - @A,). 
Then since 2 = YX - ‘Y and hence X = YZ - ‘Y, Corollary 3.1 and Lemma 4 
yield 
With 4-A (i=l,2,..., k) this inequality leads to the assertion of the 
theorem. n 
REm. The inequality 
was proved by Styan [15] by a different method. The proof of Theorem 20 
will show that if A and B are positive definite, then 
A*B > {(A+B)*Z}{A-‘*B+B-‘*A+2Z}-1{(A+B)*Z}. 
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COROLLARY 20.1. lf A is positive definite, then for k > 2 
$ *A> {k-l~~-lI+(l-k-‘)(A*Z)-‘}-l(ArI)k-’. 
In particular, 
A*A> {(~,I)!(A*I)}(A*I). 
Proof. This follows from Theorem 20, because by Theorem 15 
A-‘* <6,-“.(A*Z)k-1. 
T. AND0 
a 
The inequality in Corollary 20.1 is an improvement over the inequality 
fi *A>~~-(A*I)~-~, 
1 
derived from Theorem 15. 
REMARK. Neither of the following inequalities is always valid: 
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